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Welcome to Cosy Corner. We want you to have an enjoyable and relaxing
stay in the peaceful village of Evenlode. 

The local area itself is mostly on the flat but there are some gentle 
elevation changes if you walk around the village.

Where possible we have made small changes to Cosy Corner to improve
access to, and within, the cottage. However, it dates from c 1850 and
has the characteristics of its age and type; there are some low beams
and the stairs turn a corner. For this reason, wheelchair access to 
anything other than the ground floor is not practical.

This information will help you to understand access arrangements at the
cottage in more detail. If you have any questions do please contact me.

There are no street lights in Evenlode. If you plan to, or may, arrive
after dark, we strongly recommend you bring a torch.

Jane Jackson

1
You can park your car adjacent to the village hall (the building to the left,
with double doors) to unload your luggage.

Access to the cottage is via a driveway, approximately 2.5m wide and 8m
long, adjacent to the village hall (shown with a red arrow). The surface is
firm and slopes very gently down, away from the road, and comprises of
a mix of paving slabs 45cm wide and compacted gravel up to double
wooden gates. If the gates are closed when you traverse, please close
them behind you.

2
The route then crosses an open space which slopes down very gently. 

The surface comprises of a mix of paving slabs 45cm wide and stone
chippings which are not compacted. Distance approximately 4m.

3
Thereafter the path to the cottage is across a paving slab path,
approximately 9m to the garden gate. 

This path is 1m wide, passing between a trimmed hedge and a panel
fence, turning gently right. 

The path surface is mostly level but because the underlying ground is
clay, there can be occasional very small height differences.
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The route then turns right, where there is a metal garden gate 
(approximately 90cm wide), hinged on the left as you approach.

The path to the front door is 2.5m, made from concrete slabs which are
flat and level and approximately 90cm wide.

There is an outside light mounted on the porch which is controlled by a
sensor, and during hours of darkness automatically turns on when 
movement is detected.

The porch door is 91cm wide and 181cm high and opens outwards. There
is a doorstep which is 8cm high. The inner door is 83cm wide and 187cm
high and opens inwards to the lounge. The inner door has no door step.
Both doors are fitted with locks where the latch closes automatically when
the door is shut. To exit the building a lever needs to be pulled / turned on
the respective locks – there is no need to use a key to leave the cottage.

1
Opposite the gate to the cottage is the “Cosy Corner Garden” gate,
hinged on the left and 90cm wide.

The path is flat and the surface is small shingle.

There are lights mounted adjacent to the path, and on “the Washroom”,
which are sensor controlled and during the hours of darkness will 
illuminate the path when motion is detected.

2
The key is in a key safe, located on the wall of “the Washroom”.

The “Washroom” is a cream coloured building approximately 15m
ahead, behind a second gate which is hinged to the left and is 90cm
wide.

The Key Safe is the small black box on the wall straight ahead. This is
mounted 118cm above the path surface.
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Just 30m beyond the village hall is the free car park. 

Access back to the village hall is on the road which is a flat tarmac 
surface. In common with many country roads there are small areas where
the surface is rough or cracked or may otherwise be slightly uneven.

CAR PARKING
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In the Lounge the floor surface is terracotta tiles (probably the original
Victorian). Some are worn, consistent with age, but the floor is level.
There is a large rug in the room.

There is a two-seater sofa and 2 armchairs as well as dining seating in
the form of a round table, bespoke made bench seating and 2 wood
chairs.

There is a single beam across the ceiling. The beam to floor height is
198cm.

2
The kitchen door is accessed from the lounge, is 78cm wide, 200cm high
and opens into the Kitchen.

There is a single ceiling beam. Beam to floor height 198cm.

The floor to worktop height is 91cm. The gap between the worktops at the
narrowest point is 60cm. There is a small sink served by a single lever 
operated mixer tap for general use and a water tap operated by a small
lever.

There is a range of cupboards and drawers and built in appliances at floor
and head/shoulder height. 

3
The door to the stairs to the first floor is in the lounge, is 79cm wide and
204cm high, is hinged on the left and opens into the lounge. 

There are 11 steps, the latter 4 of which turn through 90 degrees towards
the top, and have a handrail on the left, whilst ascending, which is on av-
erage 100cm above the stair treads. 

The steps are wood surface and 20.5cm in height, other than the top step
which is 22cm.

Where the steps turn through 90 degrees, the right-hand side of the steps
tapers.

4
The landing is carpeted.

The door to the bathroom is 68cm wide, 191cm high, is hinged on the left
and opens outwards. 

The door to the second-floor bedroom is 70cm wide, 174cm high, is
hinged on the right and opens outwards.

The door to the twin bedroom is 71cm wide, 191cm high, is hinged on the
right and opens outwards. 

The twin bedroom floor is carpeted. There are two single (90cm) beds.
The mattress top to floor height is 55cm.

The lowest beam to floor height is 186cm.
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The Bathroom flooring is tiled. Rubber bath and shower mats are provided
for your safety.

The height of the bath rim to floor is 56cm, the shower base to floor height
is 15cm, toilet seat to floor height is 46cm and the washbasin to floor
height is 86cm.

The bath and washbasin taps are mixer taps, with both hot and cold valves.

There is a wall mounted electric shaver point which accepts both 110v and
240v appliances.

6
The stairs to the second-floor bedroom are carpeted and turn through
180 degrees. There are 11 steps. Step height is 19cm. Where the steps
turn the right-hand side of the steps taper.

There is a handrail on the left, whilst ascending, which is on average
90cm above the steps. 

The lowest beam to floor height on ascending is 162cm (there is just one
beam above the steps). 

The second-floor bedroom is carpeted and has a sheepskin rug. This room
is built in the roof space and there is restricted height in the eaves and the
central A frame roof support is 176cm from the floor.

There is a double bed (137cm).The mattress top to floor height  is 55cm.

7
The door to the washroom is 70cm wide, 192cm high, opens outwards,
and is fitted with a multi-point lock. There is a small step of 5cm height to
traverse in order to enter.

The floor is flat and level and comprises modern terracotta tiles.

The height from sink to floor is 98cm, toilet lid to floor height is 46cm and
the shower tray base is 15cm above the floor level.

The washbasin tap is a single lever operated mixer tap.

There is a washing machine, 2 tumble dryers, a freezer, shower, wash
basin and toilet.

Door measurements
The door dimensions shown herein represent the lesser of the door size or the accessible door aperture where a door may not fully open or
a door trim is present.

Travel and food shopping
If travelling by Rail, the nearest Railway Station is at Moreton in Marsh (3 miles). Taxis are available from the station but pre-booking is es-
sential. 

There are many bus services in the area, but none serve Evenlode.

There are a number of local tour operators who can take you on a guided visit to various local attractions – one is based in Evenlode.

The nearest food shopping is 3 miles away at either Stow on the Wold or Moreton in marsh.
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GENERAL INFORMATION



Cottage facilities
The televisions in the cottage can show subtitles.

The cottage has free WiFi. The code can be found in the YELLOW books in the cottage.

2 rooms have twin USB charging sockets.

There is no telephone in the cottage. The public (“Red”) telephone box in the village, adjacent to the Green, has been decommissioned. 

Mobile telephone signals depend on which network. Generally, signals are good in the village but NOT at ground floor in the cottage (due
to the thick walls). Signals vary in the wider area due to the hilly countryside.

Heating and cooling is via Air Source Heat Pumps, the control units for which are located in the principal rooms (each bedroom, the
lounge, and “the Washroom”. The control units are wall mounted but may be left on a worktop or table top for access and use.

The cottage has an Ecowater reverse osmosis water purifier which provides a quality of drinking water of a very high standard. 

There are some plug adapters for guests bringing electrical appliances which have non-UK plug fittings. However, the owner cannot guar-
antee to have an adapter for all possible fittings and guests are recommended to bring adapters with them.

Health and Safety
There is a first aid kit located on the wall in the kitchen.

For your protection the hot water from the taps is temperature restricted to 41c, as required by law for rented properties. 

There is an integrated smoke alarm system in the cottage. However, this operates ON AN AUDIO ONLY BASIS and guests who have 
impaired hearing may not hear the alarm. The cottage system is compatible with an AICO hearing impaired bedside strobe and pillow
cushion pad alarm. If you have such a unit and wish to check compatibility please provide full details as soon as possible so enquiries 
can be made. Even subject to a positive answer from AICO, the owner cannot guarantee that your unit will function. 

There is a Fire Blanket and a powder Fire Extinguisher, both mounted on the wall in the kitchen. A further powder Fire Extinguisher can be
found wall mounted in the second-floor bedroom. These are intended for use in the most minor of fire situations. The priority is your safety
and leaving the premises.

There are three adult bicycles, with adjustable helmets, which guests may use at their own risk.

Wheelchair access, other than to the ground floor, is, regrettably, not practical, and some of the access surfaces leading to the cottage
from the public road (which we and guests are entitled to cross, but we do not own and cannot influence) may be difficult.

The cottage was built c 1850 and typical for the age and type of building, guests who have impaired mobility may have a degree of 
difficulty in leaving the building quickly in an emergency.

Garden seating and recreation
Immediately outside the cottage is a bistro style table and 2 garden benches.

The private garden is for the exclusive use of guests and extends to “the Washroom”, adjacent to which is a patio area, the surface of which
is stone chippings which is level. There is a patio table, parasol and 5 chairs.

There is a charcoal barbeque, with utensils, and a selection of garden games, available for guests to use.

Cosy Corner is owned and offered for holiday rental by Cotswold Cosy Cottage Limited. Jane Jackson is a Director and shareholder.
For more information about the cottage see www.cotswoldcosycorner.com
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